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An Example of an Editing Checklist
(From The Lawyer’s Guide to Writing Well)
Edit for structure
Major sections
__ Will the sequence and logic of major sections make sense to the reader?
__ Is there a strong lead—first paragraph or two?
__ Does the conclusion accomplish what you set out to do?
Paragraphs
__ Does each paragraph have a topic sentence?
__ Do the topics flow consistently within each paragraph?
__ Are the transitions between sentences and paragraphs coherent?
__ Will your reader understand why your sentences follow each other within paragraphs and why
one paragraph follows another?
Edit for length
__ Is every word necessary and useful to the points that you are making?
__ Make “macro-chops” — Remove unnecessary substantive discussions
__ Make “micro-slices” — Remove clutter, verbiage, obviousness, windy phrases, and
redundancies
Edit for clarity
__ Excise Latinisms, legalese, bureaucratese, and pomposity
__ Eliminate fuzzy phrases
__ Fix use mistakes
__ Double-check troublesome words
__ Rewrite negatives
__ Identify all nominalizations and replace as many as you can
__ Search for passive verbs and justify or remove them
__ Eliminate strings of prepositions
__ Rewrite sentences that begin with “there is [are, was, were]”
__ Distinguish between that and which
__ Fix common errors:
__ Faulty subject-verb agreement
__ Split infinitives
__ Dangling participles
__ Missing or misplaced antecedents
__ Misplaced Modifiers
__ Incorrect use of possessive pronouns
__ Faulty parallelism
Edit for continuity
__ Do first references to persons, cases, or other particular things fully identify them?
__ Do your transitions still make sense
Proofread
__ Check your spelling
__ Correct typographical errors
__ Enforce a consistent editorial style
__ Check your punctuation
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LLEAP 3 – Litigation
Spring 2019
Editing Checklists Created by Teams During In-Class Workshop

Kagan & Alito, LLC
Large Scale
1. Major sections:
a. Organization of the argument
b. Did you raise all of your points?
c. Making sure that each argument is in the right section.
d. Can the reader follow your argument?
2. Paragraph:
a. Topic Sentence
b. Check long-sentences
c. Transition
3. Length
a. Remove unnecessary arguments
b. Remove repetitive ideas or sentences
c. Is the paper unnecessarily long for the purpose of the assignment?
Mid-Level
Editing for Clarity
1. Convey your point clearly and concisely
2. Logical Argument
a. Thesis sentence, followed by argument and proof, followed by conclusion/your
overall point.
b. CREAC structure
3. Consolidate any unnecessary sentences or phrases.
Editing for Continuity
1. Check for transitions
2. Read the topic sentence of every paragraph. Do you get a general idea of what’s happening?
3. Make sure tone of argument is proper--memo vs motion
Editing for Grammar and Syntax
1. Check for passive
2. Check for zombie nouns
3. Omit or rephrase unnecessarily long or complex sentences
4. Make sure words are being used correctly
5. Avoid legalese, calling parties by their procedural names
Polishing and Proofing
1. Proper spelling
a. Spell out numbers under 10
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b. American spelling, not British
c. Parties are properly named and spelled
2. Correct grammar
a. Check for 1 or 2 spaces after period (as long as they are consistent)
b. Use serial comma
c. Use semicolons correctly
d. Check citations and pincites are correct and formatted appropriately
i.
Check the period after ‘id’
3. Consistency in Formatting
a. Headings
i.
Properly bulleted
ii.
Properly bolded/italicized
iii. Indents are proper
b. Paragraphs
i.
Indenting is proper
ii.
Left justified not centered
iii. Formatted properly
c. Font
d. Spacing
e. Check word limit

Roberts & Kennedy, LLP
Macro-level Editing
Content
____Did you answer the question that was posed?
____Is there flow between paragraphs and headings?
____Is there logical sequencing between paragraphs and headings?
____Is there consistency with defined terms and parties?
____Are all topics that need to be addressed actually addressed?
Aesthetics
_____ Print out and review off-screen
_____ Are there too many or too few paragraphs per page?
_____ Are there orphan headings?
_____ Are the pages numbered?
_____ Are all headers properly sequenced numerically or otherwise?
_____ Is indentation and paragraph spacing consistent?
****Save document consistently or in multiple places
Mid-level Editing:
Transitions and Cohesion
____Are transition phrases connecting paragraphs effective?
____Are transition words or phrases connecting sentences effective?
____Is there a single topic per paragraph?
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____Are all elements of each paragraph consistent with the topic of that paragraph?
____Are all elements of each paragraph consistent with the paper’s overall theme?
____Do all headers provide a roadmap in support of your argument?
____Read aloud for readability and flow
Precision and Concision
____Eliminate redundant phrases and issues
____Shorten sentences with more than 20 words
____Are all phrases in active voice, unless strategically passive?
____Is there consistency in using defined terms or titles, generally?
____Do block quotes contain more than 50 words?
Sources of Authority
____Are all major arguments supported by a citation or source of authority?
____Are all sources of authority supportive or helpful to your argument?
____Have any sources of authority been overturned or re-examined?
Micro-level Editing
Citations
____Are citation formats proper?
____Do all citations contain pin points, where required?
____Are all “Id.” citations followed by a period?
Formatting
____ Are font size and format consistent?
____ Are the page numbers on the correct pages?
____ Are the page numbers in the correct font?
____ Has the draft exceeded the word or page limit?
Proofreading
____ Run a spell check, then read over again
____ Are the en and em dashes proper?
____ Is there subject-verb agreement?
____ Are commas, quotes, and semi-colons misused?
____ Is spacing between sentences consistent?
____ Are all numbers spelled-out or numerical, consistently?
____ Do sentences start with numbers or section signs?
____Are transition words redundant or repeated in close proximity?
____Are all sentences written in the proper tense?
____“Control-F” for common mistakes that cannot be caught by spell check

Stevens & O’Connor, LLC
Structure/Large-Scale
Entire work
● Does the argument flow naturally?
● Any holes in logic?
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● Address major counter arguments?
● Is your argument consistent?
● Does your argument lead to the result you want?
● Are all sections of your work necessary to the argument?
Paragraphs:
● Do you have umbrella paragraphs that appropriately road-map the following
argument?
● Are paragraphs too short/too long?
Topic sentences/Thesis sentences
● Reading only thesis sentences, does the argument still make sense?
Point-headings
● Do point-headings relate to everything within that section?
● Would adding or subtracting point-headings help the argument?
Mid-Level
● Making cuts:
○ Cut wordiness
○ Cut out unnecessary/flowery description
○ Cut out unnecessary jargon
○ Cut sentence length
● Strengthening language:
○ Change “be” verbs to active verbs
○ Change passive to active voice, when possible
○ Rewrite sentences that start with “there is/are/was/were”
● Flow:
○ Do sentences flow logically within paragraphs?
○ Do paragraphs flow together within sections/sub-sections?
○ Do sections flow in a logical order within the paper?
● Paraphrase quotes (where effective)
● Separate single, long paragraphs that have more than one topic/thesis into multiple
paragraphs
● Check for misused words spell-check may not pick up (trail vs. trial, etc.)
Proofreading
● Citations
○ Are your string cites formatted correctly?
○ Does your quote or citation refer to the proper page of the reporter?
○ Can you omit any parallel citations?
○ Are your pincites accurate?
● Punctuation
○ Do you need to change any hyphens to em-dashes or en-dashes?
○ Check for comma-splices
● Final Formatting
○ Are your paragraphs lined up to properly spaced margins?
○ Are paragraphs consistently indented?
○ Are your headers consistent?
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

○ Consistent indentation strategy in general?
○ Did you use Word spell check?
Proper block quotes
○ Did you check your quotes for compliance with 50-word check?
○ Can any block quotes be shortened?
Changing overused words
○ Add buzzwords
○ Synergy
Final Edits to Paragraphs
○ Do you have proper transitions between paragraphs?
○ Do they use the same voice?
Important names spelled correctly (e.g., Rodman’s Department Store, Inc.)
○ Using names consistently
○ Subject-verb agreement
Check Polishing and Proofreading Editing checklist
Make sure paper complies with rules of court or instructions
Before Submission
○ Put paper away for a couple of days and look it over one final time
■ Try reading it out loud
○ Have a friend read it and alert you to any mistakes you might have missed

Scalia & Ginsburg, LLP
Stage 1: Large-Scale
1. Read out loud
2. Read the first sentence of every paragraph
3. Check for consistent format in headings and paragraphs
a. Make sure there are no widow headings
4. Read through each heading
5. Check for one idea per paragraph
6. Check for paragraph transitions
7. Make sure headings correspond to topics of its respective sections
8. Ensuring conclusion incorporates everything you want to communicate
9. Make sure you have roadmaps for new sections
10. Double check internal references
11. Check flow of each paragraph for story
Stage 2: Mid-Level
1. Method
a. Read out loud
b. Ask someone else to read for clarity
2. Edit Paragraphs and Sentences
a. Word choice, transition, and topic sentences
b. Eliminate unnecessary compound sentences
c. Eliminate unnecessary words
d. Check for parallel structure
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3. Style
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Take out legalese and misused words
Eliminate multi-word prepositions, unnecessary phrases, and phrasal adjectives
Simplify verb usage
Check for and eliminate passive voice
Eliminate confusing pronouns
Strengthen counter-arguments or examples
i. Shepardize cases
g. Another full read for clarity of narrative

Stage 3: Polishing and Proofing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Check spelling and typos
Check citations
Look for common errors
Punctuation and capitalization
a. Check for proper use of hyphens, en-dashes, and em-dashes
Check for consistent format
a. Make sure heading styles are consistent
Read backwards
Double check page numbers and heading numbers/letters
Double check formatting requirements
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2.14.19

LLEAP 3 – Litigation
Complaint – Checklist
Caption (Custom Edition, Pretrial, pages 120-122)
___
___
___

___
___

___

Have I included a proper caption?
Have I listed the court appropriately? (Note—Remember that you are in the United States
District Court for the Northern District of Ohio)
Have I listed the parties to the action and included their addresses?
(Note—Rule 10(a) does not require the listing of addresses in the caption, but it is a good
practice to include addresses if you have them, and lawyers appear to generally do so.
Sometimes local rules will require addresses.)
Have I included a reference to “Civil Action No.”?
Have I included a Rule 7(a) designation (i.e., name for the document)? (Note—Federal
practice is to place the designation below the main part of the caption; state practice is to
place the designation on the right-hand side of the main part of the caption; but you see it
done both ways in both courts)
Have I included a reference to the jury demand? (See discussion on this point below)

Body (Custom Edition, Pretrial, pages 127-134)
___

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

___

Have I included an initial sentence indicating that the plaintiff is bringing these claims
against the defendant? (See the examples in Custom Edition, Pretrial, and the sample
complaints.)
Have I used headings to help the reader out? (E.g., Jurisdiction and Venue, Parties, Facts
Common to All Counts.)
Have I identified the parties?
Have I included the necessary allegations concerning the court’s jurisdiction?
Have I made appropriate incorporations of prior paragraphs by reference? (Note—Look at
the paragraphs that start off each count in the sample complaints.)
Have I considered attaching documents as exhibits as allowed by Rule 10(c)?
Have I told a story?
Have I given a recitation of the events giving rise to the dispute?
Have I alleged facts that plausibly establish each element of each claim and resist alternative
innocent explanations for allegedly wrongful conduct? In other words, have I made the
complaint sufficiently factual to nudge a claim across the line from conceivable to plausible?
(Think Twombly and Iqbal)
If I have pleaded “special matters,” have I done so with sufficient particularity to comply
with Rule 9?

Prayer for Relief (aka Demand for Relief) (Custom Edition, Pretrial, pages 134-136)
___
___
___

Have I complied with Rule 8(a)’s requirement that the complaint make a “demand for the
relief sought which may include relief in the alternative or different types of relief.”
Have I specified the relief sought?
Have I included a catchall request (just in case—because you never know)?
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Jury Demand (Custom Edition, Pretrial, page 136)
___
Have I included a jury demand?
Note—A common practice is to also include the fact that the party is demanding a jury in the case
caption. And in state court, Ohio Rule of Civil Procedure 38(B), provides, in part, that, “If the
demand is indorsed upon a pleading the caption of the pleading shall state ‘jury demand endorsed
hereon.’”
Signature (Custom Edition, Pretrial, page 136-137)
___
___
___

Have I included an appropriate signature block?
Have I included my attorney number?
Have I signed the complaint? (Note—You may sign electronically by indicating the
following on the signature line: “/s/Your Name”)

Special Note—List your senior attorney first, then your name. But you should be the one signing
the Complaint.
Overall Considerations
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Have I organized the complaint in a logical and clear way?
Have I used separate paragraphs?
Have I numbered my paragraphs?
Have I limited each paragraph “as far as practicable” to a single set of circumstances as
required by Rule 10(b)?
Have I been precise but brief?
Have I used objective words?
Have I used plain English and avoided legalese? (See The Redbook, Section 12, Stuffy
Words and Legalese, pages 239-250)
Have I used commonly used words?
Have I used short simple sentences?
Have I preferred nouns and verbs to adjectives and adverbs?
Have I used the parties’ real names (e.g., Hutchings and Lakeland Clinic) rather than their
roles (e.g., plaintiff and defendant)?
Have I remembered to avoid “overpleading”? (Remember that generally what you plead you
are going to want to prove)
Have I alleged all facts necessary to state a claim? (Remember that the factual allegations
and the causes of actions (aka counts and claims for relief) when combined should provide
the “short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief”
required by Rule 8(a)(2).)

Additional Notes
—The Redbook contains a discussion of pleadings and examples in § 22, pages 473-480.
—A sample complaint is posted in TWEN in the Pleadings folder under Reading Material in the
Course Material section.
—Remember to review the ABA article: Drafting a Complaint
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2.19.19

LLEAP 3 – Litigation
Answer – Checklist
Caption (Custom Edition, Pretrial, pages 120–122)
___
___
___
___
___
___

___

Have I included a proper caption?
Have I listed the court appropriately? (Note—Remember that you are in the United States
District Court for the Northern District of Ohio.)
Have I listed the parties to the action (without their addresses)?
Have I included the case number?
Have I included the judge’s name?
Have I included a Rule 7(a) designation (i.e., name for the document)? (Note—Federal
practice often is to place the designation below the main part of the caption; state practice is
to place the designation on the right-hand side of the main part of the caption; but you see it
done both ways in both courts.)
Have I included a reference to the jury demand? (See discussion on this point below.)

Body (Custom Edition, Pretrial, pages 149–153)
___

___

___

___

___

Have I included an initial sentence—a preface—indicating that the defendant is answering
the complaint filed against it? (See the examples in Custom Edition, Pretrial and in the
sample answer.)
Have I included the headings from the complaint? (E.g., Jurisdiction and Venue, Parties,
Facts Common to All Counts.) (Note—It generally makes sense to do so as long as the
headings merely provide a label—one would not want to repeat an argumentative heading.)
Have I made appropriate incorporations of responses to prior paragraphs by reference when
appropriate? (In other words, when the plaintiff incorporates allegations by prior paragraphs
by reference, you should incorporate your responses to those allegations by reference.)
Have I complied with Rule 8(b) by responding to each paragraph by either admitting the
allegations, denying the allegations, indicating the defendant is without knowledge or
information to form a belief as to the allegations—or some combination of these?
Have I included a catchall paragraph denying all allegations that are not expressly admitted?
(See Custom Edition, Pretrial, page 152: “Denying all allegations not specifically admitted
is a safe practice to prevent typographical error in the answer from prejudicing the client.”)

Defenses (Custom Edition, Pretrial, pages 153–155)
___
___
___

Have I reviewed Rule 12(b) and raised any appropriate defenses?
Have I reviewed Rule 8(c) and raised any appropriate affirmative defenses listed in that
rule?
Have I given deep, considered thought to the claims and identified any other appropriate
affirmative defenses that the defendant can raise? (Note: See Custom Edition, Pretrial, page
154: “What is a ‘defense’? The safe approach is to list as a defense anything that might
defeat part or all of any claim or request for damages in the plaintiff’s complaint.”)
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___

Have I listed the defenses separately? (See the example on pages 153-155 of Custom
Edition, Pretrial.)

Request for Relief (aka Demand for Relief and Prayer for Relief)
___

Have I included a request for relief? (See PowerPoint on responses to complaints for
examples.)

Jury Demand (Custom Edition, Pretrial, page 155)
___
Have I included a jury demand?
Note—A common practice is to also include the fact that the party is demanding a jury in the case
caption. And in state court in Ohio this is actually required if the demand is included in the
pleading—see Ohio Rule of Civil Procedure 38(B), which provides, in part, that, “If the demand is
indorsed upon a pleading the caption of the pleading shall state ‘jury demand endorsed hereon.’”
The text discusses this as well.
Signature (Custom Edition, Pretrial, pages 136–137)
___
___
___

Have I included an appropriate signature block?
Have I included my attorney number?
Have I signed the answer? (Note—You may sign electronically by indicating the following
on the signature line: “/s/Your Name.”)

Note—Although Pretrial mentions that some signature blocks list the firm as being “of counsel”—I
am not used to seeing it this way and I would prefer that you not do so.
Certificate of Service (Custom Edition, Pretrial, pages 156)
___

Have I included a certificate of service? Remember that we discussed some examples during
class (see PowerPoint on responses to complaints for examples).

Note, while Rule 5 has recently been amended concerning a certificate of service with electronic
filing, you should still include a certificate of service on you answer.
Overall Considerations
___

___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Have I organized the answer in a logical and clear way? (Remember that there are different
ways in which you can group your responses, although, as I mentioned in class, I think that
responding paragraph by paragraph is the clearest way to handle it.)
Have I used separate paragraphs?
Have I numbered my paragraphs?
Have I been precise but brief?
Have I used objective words?
Have I used plain English and avoided legalese? (See The Redbook, § 12, Stuffy Words and
Legalese, pages 239–250)
Have I used commonly used words?
Have I used short, simple sentences?
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___
___
___

Have I preferred nouns and verbs over adjectives and adverbs?
Have I used the parties’ real names (e.g., Gonzales and Rodman’s Department, Store, Inc.)
rather than their roles (e.g., plaintiff and defendant)?
Have I resisted the temptation to provide more facts than I need to when responding to the
allegations? (Remember the discussion during class on affirmative denials.)

Additional Notes
—The Redbook contains a discussion of pleadings and examples in § 22, pages 473–480. But please
note: The form for the example in The Redbook, pages 479-480, is not one that you should emulate
here.
—a sample answer, which responds to the sample complaint, is posted on TWEN.
—Remember to review the ABA article: Litigation 101: An Associate’s Answer Checklist, posted
on TWEN.
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4.5.19

LLEAP 3 – Litigation
Spring 2019
Checklist – Motion for Summary Judgment
Caption
___ Have you provided the required information?
___ Have you properly styled (titled) the document?
___ Have you eliminated addresses for the parties? (Remember that addresses are used only in
complaints and pleadings adding parties.)
Notes
Do not style (title) the document twice. Do so in the caption or just below the caption, but not both
places.
Motion and Memorandum in Support
___ Have you made clear in your motion precisely what you are moving for and under which rule?
___ Have you properly set forth a motion and a memorandum in support?
Notes
Remember to use two captions here: one for the motion; one for the memorandum in support.
Give some thought to Tip 50.
Preliminary Statement
___ Have you avoided peppering your opening paragraph with meaningless verbiage such as
needless parentheticals and hence-the-title drivel? (Remember Belli v. Hedden Enterprises,
Inc.)
___ Have you effectively used this section by addressing the proper issues in a logical order
and writing persuasively, clearly, and concisely?
___ Have you given your reader sufficient procedural context?
___ Have you summed up the issues and your theme?
Notes
Review Tips 17 and 73.
Statement of Facts
___ Have you told your client’s story in a complete and favorable manner?
___ Have you populated your sentences using real names and not procedural labels?
___ Have your stated the facts dispassionately—in chronological order?
___ Have you included all legally significant facts (both favorable and unfavorable)?
___ Have you included background facts to the extent needed?
___ Have you addressed any harmful facts?
___ Are your facts persuasive?
___ Have you used neutral language and avoided overt argument?
___ Have you included sufficient context up front?
___ Have you used a logical organization?
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___ Have you considered using topical, non-argumentative headings to help provide your reader
with structure?
___ Have you avoided including legal argument in your fact section?
___ When appropriate, have you referred to the absence of certain facts?
___ Have you included citations to relevant portions of the record?
___ Have you avoided overparticularizing?
Notes
Review Tips 31, 81, and 82.
Review The Bluebook, Bluepages, Table BT1.
Argument
Summary-judgment standard
___ Have you properly identified the standard and provided citation to appropriate authority?
___ Have you provided a sufficient description of the standard so that the court could write its
opinion based solely on your description?
___ Have you avoided writing a treatise on Rule 56?
___ Have you included case-specific nuances concerning Rule 56 that are appropriate for
your motion—if any?
___ Have you written the standard from the moving party’s point of view?
Notes
Remember to use federal law for the summary-judgment standard, not Ohio law.
Treatment of the issues
___ Have you put issues and sub-issues into a logical order?
___ Have you stated the topic at the start of the discussion and persuasively stated your

position?

Rules of law
___ Have you supported all statements of law?
___ Have you discussed precedential cases in support of your argument?
___ Have you used relevant facts of precedential cases when helpful?
___ Have you synthesized holdings into coherent rules of law?
Analysis of the issues
___ Have you analogized and distinguished facts from the caselaw with facts from your case?
___ Have you presented favorable arguments?
___ Have you anticipated adverse arguments and defenses?
___ Have you applied a synthesized rule to the facts of the problem?
___ Have you directly and persuasively led to the desired outcome by using arguments
effectively and explaining why a desired outcome is superior?
Argumentative headings
___ Have you used complete-sentence point headings?
___ Are your headings argumentative and case-specific?
___ Are your headings persuasive?
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___ Do your headings outline your argument for your reader?
___ Is your formatting and style for your headings consistent throughout the entire motion and
memorandum in support?
___ Have you avoided all-caps text?
Notes
Review Tips 63, 64, and 66
Review Garner’s Pointed Advice on Point Headings: Good Headings Show You’ve Thought Out
Your Arguments Well in Advance, and They Help Make Your Case (ABA Journal, September 2015)
Remember that headings should be single-spaced with a hanging indent.
Conclusion
___ Have you briefly summed up and clearly requested the appropriate relief?
___ Have you made clear to the court precisely what you want it to do?
___ Have you avoided writing “for the foregoing reasons”?
Notes
Review Tips 90 and 98.
Signature Block
___ Does your signature block satisfy Rule 11?
___ Have you signed the motion? (You may do so electronically—use your student number.)
Notes
Remember that the motion for summary judgment is being graded anonymously. Place your student
number wherever you name would ordinarily go. But use your firm’s signature block.
Certificate of Service
___ Have you included an appropriate certificate of service?
Notes
Remember that even though Rule 5 has been amended, we are still going to use a certificate of
service.
Remember that I have provided you with the Northern District’s suggested language.
Citations
___ Have you used citations where appropriate?
___ Are your cases and other authorities in accordance with Bluebook rules, as modified by the
Ohio Supreme Court’s Writing Manual – A Guide to Citations, Style, and Judicial Opinion
Writing? (Remember that the Writing Manual is posted on TWEN.)
___ Have you avoided using parallel cites with the exception of Ohio opinions that have a WebCite
cite?
Notes
Remember that the Writing Manual’s Ohio Citations at a Glance, on pages 21–22, provides a nice
summary of how to cite an Ohio case.
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Quotations
___ Have you avoided voluminous quotations?
___ For every block quotation, have you supplied an informative, eye-catching lead-in—or at
least a brief summary afterwards?
___ Have you considered improving on the wording of statutes, contracts, or cases by trying to
paraphrase instead of quoting?
Notes
Review Tips 75, 76, and 77.
Writing Style and Professionalism
___ Have you used effective paragraphs and sentences?
___ Have you used topic sentences?
___ Have you stayed on topic throughout each paragraph and expressed ideas within each
paragraph in a logical sequence?
___ Have you kept paragraphs to an appropriate length? Remember that an occasional short
paragraph can be quite effective. But a series of short paragraphs generally forces your reader
to try to tie everything together, which is your job as a writer.
___ Have you linked paragraphs together with effective transitions?
___ Have you used a writing style that is clear, concise, easy to follow, and appropriate for
formal writing?
___ Have you used concrete subjects and active verbs?
___ Have you generally avoided legalese?
___ Have you avoided passive voice in most instances (unless, for example, you are intentionally
trying to be vague)?
___ Have you focused on proper use of commas (e.g., with appositives, to set off nonrestrictive or
dependent clauses, after most opening phrases and clauses)?
___ Have you focused on properly quoting a source (e.g., placing the punctuation inside the
quotation marks)?
___ Have you included all necessary articles (a, an, the) to make your sentences complete?
___ Have you avoided unnecessary wordiness or repetitiveness (e.g., “The court’s holding” instead
of “The holding of the court”)?
Notes
Review The Redbook’s Part 2: Grammar, Usage, and Editing, § 12, concerning stuffy words and
legalese to determine whether you can improve your legal writing.
Review The Winning Brief – See below.
Grammar, Punctuation, Usage, and Spelling
___ Have you employed proper grammar, punctuation, usage, and spelling?
Notes
Review The Redbook’s table of contents for Part 1: Mechanics to determine whether you can
improve your legal writing.
Review the handouts: Legal Writing Basics and Becoming a Better Legal Writer (which you will
receive later).
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Some Winning Brief Specifics
___ Have you spent time checking your cites? – Tip 9
___ Have you proofread? – Tip 10
___ Have you conveyed the big picture? – Tips 11–19, especially Tip 17
___ Have you marched forward through sound paragraphs? – Tips 20–26
___ Have you edited for brisk, uncluttered sentences? – Tips 27–43
___ Have you chosen the best words? – Tips 44–56
___ Have punctuated for clarity and impact? – Tips 57–62
___ Have you become proficient in designing text? – Tips 63–69
___ Have you sidestepped common quirks? – Tips 70–84
___ Have you capitalized on little-used persuasive strategies? – Tips 85–91
___ Have you hit your stride as a brief-writer? – Tips 92–100
Notes
Review The Redbook’s Part 2: Grammar, Usage, and Editing, § 14, concerning editing and
proofreading to determine whether you can improve your legal writing.
Formatting and Headings
___ Have you followed the style requirements by using New Times Roman 12-point font, using
page numbers that are centered and at the bottom of the page with no number on the first page, and
using double spacing for all material except for captions, headings, block quotes, and footnotes?
Notes
If you are careful about it, you may follow Tip 65—put a little more whitespace above a heading
than below—but do not get carried away.
Make sure that your footnotes are in the same font as your text.
Final Thoughts
___ Did you use spellcheck and grammar check to catch silly errors?
___ Did you print your document out—at least once—to proofread it? (This is a good
way to see things that you might not see on a screen.)
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